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Speedee Taxis Office
from “Carry On
Cabby”

The download has three sheets including these
instructions. 
Print the sheets at 100% full size on A4 paper.
The two sheets of parts are marked 'Thick' and
'Thin' which relates on the thickness of the card to
be used. I suggest 160 gsm (about the same
thickness as a Christmas card) for the 'thin' , and 1.4 mm thick mounting card for the 'thick'. 
The diagram shows 'thin' pieces marked by a red dot.
Use a knife and steel rule on a cutting mat to cut the parts out, and Bostik All Purpose adhesive to glue the parts together. 
Find previous Christmas downloads on the Kingsway website at www.kingswaymodels.com/freedownloads

1. Cut out the front wall of garages and canteen. Keep the fuel pump base and globes safely to one side. Cut out the 
garage side inner and glue to the rear of the garage front (the brick pattern should face inside the garage). Cut out the
garage centre wall and glue the equivalent thin piece to the rear. Glue this behind the centre pillar between the two 
garage doorways.

2. Similarly , cut out the canteen/garage wall and glue in place; and also the canteen side wall. Cut out the garage rear 
wall inner, and glue to the garage side, centre, and canteen/garage walls. Ensure that the brick pattern faces into the 
garages. 

3. Cut out the garage side outer, and also the rear wall outer. Glue these two thin pieces in place to the side and rear of 
the garage.

4. Cut out the garage and canteen roofs. Colour the edges with black felt pen. Glue these in place on top of the walls. 
5. Cut out and assemble the two fuel pumps by folding and glueing the thin card. The thick card globes are glued back 

to back. Use a short length of black wire to represent
the hoses. The edge of the pump base should be
coloured with black felt pen.

6.   Cut out the car ramp platform. Colour the edges. 
Score and fold down the end ramps. Cut out a black 'U' 
shape, and glue two black rectangles to the rear of the 
uprights. Colour the edges black. Repeat with the other 
'U' shape.  The car ramp may be assembled 'up' or 
'down'.  Cut out the (thin) car lift control box, and 
assemble.
7.   If desired , add the NO PARKING sign above the 
canteen window.  You may wish to cover over the 

Speedee Taxis sign – and substitute a halulage company name, or 
small garage business name instead.
8.  You may wish to print additional areas of concrete forecourt 
to use as a floor for the garages. The doors (left) did not appear 
in the film, but make a nice finishing touch. They may be used 
'closed' or folded 'open'.

Below are some 'Glamcab' signs for any Cortinas that you can 
find! In the film, most cars appear to be 2 door, not good for a 

taxi. Oxford Diecast Cortinas are two door, whilst Base Toys ones 
are four door. 
Glue a pair of signs back to back and use the pink strip around the 
edge. Be warned – it is very fiddly work !
Please do not distribute copies of this pdf, but direct friends to 
the www.kingswaymodels.com website.

MERRY CHRISTMAS from KINGSWAY !
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